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Judicial Board begins hearing cases
by Gretchen Piston
Staff Writer
the student do research on a topic related to what he peers than he would from me. He can't say to his
has been written up for is one example. peers, 'Well, you just don't understand what I'm
The Stewart Complex Judicial or "J" Boards have John McCoy, chairman of Gannett's Judicial going through,' because
 chances are, they do
begun hearing cases and Sheldon Julius, Gannett's Board, said, "We are trying to assign something that underst
and."
RD and coordinator of the program believes things will benefit both the dorm and the student. Most Julius said stu
dent reaction to the boards has been
are going well. infractions involve interferring with students or good.
"We've only heard three cases so far,— Julius said, damaging the dorm. These sanctions are a way of the "Students who are not doing any dam
age or
"but at this point in time I think it's going really well. student paying back the dorm. breaking the code think t
he idea of a hearing by one's
I'm really pleased with the people on the boards, "We aren't here to hang anyone," NIcCov said, peers will bring down a m
ore tough punishment on
they're all conscientious and excited about being on "but if someone has done something wrong, we ‘kant 
:hose ‘‘ho are doing the damage. When we had
them (the boards)." them to know they just can't get away with it. One elections for the boards here in Gannett, we had an
The three eight-member boards (one for each of idea we've had for a sanction is having students 85 percent voter turnout," he said.
the dorms in Stewart Complex: Cumberland, spend time working at the Y (YMCA or YWCA), or The original plan was to use the boards i
n Stewart
Gannett and Androscogin) were elected early in the with a boy's club, something that could benefit the Complex as a testing ground for the system and t
o
semester. They hear cases in which a student is community too." have similiar boards in all dorm
s on campus next
accused of breaking the Student Conduct Code and Wendy Walton, UMO's conduct officer, said, semester. 
_
discipline any student found guilty by assigning a "The student boards are tougher than I would be. Walton said, "We've had to work out s
ome bugs
work or educational sanction as punishment. Peers are usually tougher on themselves than an in the system and get the
 whole thing organized, so
"The sanctions given out so far have been administrator would be on the?n. Also a student we've been slow getting sta
rted. It will probably be
educational rather than work," Julius said. "Having would more readily accept a tough sanction from his next fall before the system goes cam
pus-wide."
Student government
funds closely watched
by Janet Hunter
Staff Writer
UMO student government boards
and committees must account for
spending at monthly meetings and
through an annual audit, as stated in
the student government constitution.
The meetings held on the first of
every month, are attended by the
tresurers of boards, committees and
other student government
organizations.
The student government vice
president for financial affairs presides
over the meetings during which the
individual treasurers must account for:
• all expenditures for the given
preceding period
• all outstanding debts
total spent to that date for the year
• remaining balance of budget
For the annual audit, as stated in the
student handbook, "...each student
treasurer is responsible for maintaining
an accurate and current record of fiscal
activity.. .a complete record of all
transactions should be maintained to
facilitate the yearly audit."
The student government constitution
holds the student vice president for
financial affairs responsible for seeing
that all student government accounts
are submitted to an outside, annual
audit and that the results of that audit
are reported to the GSS and made
available to the student body.
The annual audit is done by Stuart
Dexter, a public accountant from
Orono.
See today's
special Christmas
section
5-12
he student government and its
boards and committees are required to
follow certain guidelines as to how
activity fee money is handled.
The student handbook states that the
student government recommends the
amount of activity fee to be collected
by the university from students, and
"since the funds come from the
student body, it is reasonable to expect
that they will be disbursed in a manner
consistent with the wishes and needs of
the majority of that body."
Executive Budgetary Committee
guidelines governing board budgets
and resources state: "Any
organization or board using student
activity fee money for purposes outside
the stipulations on activity fee usage as
published in the UMO Student
Handbook or stipulations adopted by
the cabinet or general student senate
will lose remaining money for that year
and will be denied money for the next
academic year."
"No activity fee money will be
granted to said organization after that
year's suspension unless the
(See funds, page 3)
An edition of St. Nicholas from 1881 is pictured. This book will be read often
in the coming weeks. (David Burke photol
Fillmore elected Campus editor
Paul E. Fillmore, a senior
journalism major from
Washington, • Maine, has been
elected editor of the Daily Maine
Campus for the Spring 1982
semester.
Fillmore, 21, was chosen to the
post Thursday at a meeting of the
University of Maine Publications
Board.
The editor-elect has served on
the Maine Campus for six
semesters. Currently a managing
editor of the paper, Fillmore
previously served as an
advertising salesman, news
editor, city editor, and editor of Paul Fillmore
the In Tune arts section.
Fillmore has several plans for
the newspaper, including a
revamping of the photography
department, improving the
follow-up procedures on stories
that appear in "Police Blotter",
and working with members of the
journalism department toward an
ultimate goal of placing video
display terminals in the Maine
Campus office.
"I'm really looking forward to
this job," Fillmore said. "I've
got a good bunch of people to
work with, and this should prove
to be a rewarding experience."
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Silverman wants input
on program evaluation
By. Richard Mulhern
Staff Writer
President Paul H. Silverman,
addressing the fall meeting of Phi
Kappa Phi Thursday night in the
Memorial Union, asked for the help of
students and faculty in developing
criteria for measuring the quality of
educational programs. Phi Kappa Phi
is the all colleges Honor Society at
UMO.
Silverman said the present
Paul Silverman
accreditation systems used by colleges
and universities does not measure the
quality of the educational experience.
The present system of accreditation
began to develop after the founding of
land grant colleges following the Civil
War, he said.
"Universities began to form regional
associations," Silverman said. "These
were voluntary associations to share in
a variety of ways how to measure the
competency of educational
institutions."
Silverman said these associations
tried to answer questions such as, "If
one gave a baccalaureate degree in
Michigan, how did it compare with one
given at Maine or Massachusetts?"
The emphasis has been on
quantifiable criteria, such as the size of
the faculty and the number of books in
the library, and Silverman said those
criteria do touch upon the quality of
the education given.
"The bane of educators is that they
have to deal with these numbers," he
said, "but they tell us nothing about
the quality of the educational
experience.
"I can go into an institution," he
said, "and find it meets accreditiation
by these quantifiables, but by peer
evaluation I can say it's doing a lousy
job in educating students."
Silverman questioned the traditional
method of defining a baccalaureate
degree.
'You ask 'What is a baccalaureate
degree?' and I say 120 semester credit
hours," he said. "What magical thing
happens at 119 hours that transforms
an undergraduate into a graduate?"
"Wouldn't it be better if we could
set up criteria for a baccalaureate
degree, and if you come here and after
eight weeks you meet the criteria, we
could give you your degree and you go
out and do something useful? If you
don't meet the criteria in six years, you
still don't get your degree. That's what
we should be doing."
Silverman said peer evaluation is a
way to approach this, but that "it's
difficult to sell to the state legislature."
Professors reminded
of students' pressures
by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff Writer
Dean of Student Affairs Dwight
Rideout sent a notice to all UMO
professors which reminded them to be
aware of students exhibiting changes
from their normal behavior, signs of
stress and indications of depression
and to suggest professional counseling
if necessary.
"The purpose of the letter was to
remind professors that during this
period of the year, they. will see more
of this sort of thing (students
exhibiting changes in behavior),"
Rideout said. "It's a long semester
without many breaks," he said.
"The reason (for the letter) was to
try to bring heightened attention to the
situation. It's a busy time for all of us.
"The pressures of grades and the
holiday time itself causes stress," he
said. "The prospect of going home
can be positive or negitive. It could be
stressful.
"The days are shorter. It's getting
colder and bleaker and people are
inside more and more without
recreational outlets.
"Pressures build up for a variety of
reasons," Rideout said, "and I wanted
the community to become more aware
and review where faculty might turn to
handle these situations.
"There are varying degrees where
faculty can be called upon (to detect
student stress)," he said. "It's not
always in the classroom. It can be as
an advisor or as committee members.
They've been through it themselves."
"Bizarre behavior is obvious,"
Rideout said. "Sometimes the student
is 'super' argumentative. He
dominates class time and the other
students' time.
There are about 400 faculty
members, he said. A number of them
called or wrote to Rideout and thanked
him for the letter.
Rideout has sent the letter once a
year for the last three or four years. "I
am sure the faculty are already tuned in
to this (student stress problems), he
said. "There are certain times when we
see it more," he said.
STUDENTS
,"We're here to save you
money" RENT-A-LIFT
or RENT-A-BAY
D1RECTWAY SERVI
Do your own auto repairs
Hours: Mon thru Fri: am - 5 Om
Sat: 9 am -4 pm
Sun: Closed
1216 Hammond St., Bangor
* Police Blotter *
by Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
A Little Hall janitor reported
he suspects someone has been
living in a first floor room. He
said he found cans and food
wrappers in the boiler room and
saw a suspicious male with red or
light blond hair and wire rimmed
glasses in room 110 on Nov. 11.
The Manager of McDonald's
in Old Town reported someone,
believed to be from the,
university, removed the Statue of
Ronald McDonald from the
restaurant around Nov. 22. The
statue snatcher left a note which
said if the manager wished to see
the statue again "send four Big
Macs to the University of
Maine."
A student delivering pizzas for
Napolis of Orono reported a hit
and run accident on Nov. 30. His
light blue Dodge Omni was hit on
the left front fender, scraping the
paint and leaving traces of lime
green paint. Estimated damage is
$200.
An Alpha Tau Omega member
reported missing a backpack
which had been left in his car
parked behind the ATO
fraternity house on College Ave.
from Nov. 23 to Nov. 30. The
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Cinema Center or Bangor Cinema
backpack contained camping
gear valued at $250.
A Phi Gamma Delta member
reported someone had broken
into his Memorial Gym locker on
Dec. 1 and removed his wallet.
The wallet and its contents are
valued at $15.
An Old Town resident also
reported a missing wallet which
had been left in a locker room of
Memorial Gym on Dec. I. The
value of the wallet and its
conteWs is $15.
cannot be used with
other discount effort
CAMPUS
CRIER
Stereo Components-Roberts
50/505 Reel to Reel, 10" reel,
auto re% erse, SOS recording.
Fischer turntable. Call Rick 989-
5167.
Music lessons - in piano (jazz,
pop, classical), all brass
instruments, music theory,
composition and arranging. Call
George Jr. 827-2521. Leave a
Message.
"Wicked Good" Sweat Shirts, a
perfect gift for Christmas. See
the Creatures Inc. displayed.
Send in your classifieds: 15
words for 1.20. 10 cents for each
additional word.
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by Mary Ellen
Staff Writer
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Oil consumption rises on campus
by Mary Ellen Matava
Staff Writer
Oil consumption at UMO was 21
percent higher in September, 1981 than
in September 1980, and three percent
higher in October, 1981 than in
October 1980, Physical Plant Director
Alan Lewis said.
Two thousand, seven hundred and
sixty-nine barrels of oil were consumed
by the university in September, 1981,
481 barrels over the September, 1980
figure of 2,288.
In October, 1981, 4,922 barrels of oil
were used at UMO, and increase of 186
barrels from the October, 1980 figure
of 4,736.
Also, the highest price paid per
barrel of oil rose from $21.26 in
September, 1980, to $27.20 in
September, 1981, and from $23.24 in
October, 1980 to $26.60 in October,
1981
Figures for November, 1981 are not
yet available.
"We have raised the temperature in
the buildings by three degrees (from 65
to 68), and this may be one of the
reasons for the increase," Lewis said.
"However, raising the temperature for
three degrees should only account for a
three percent increase in oil
consumption."
Lewis blamed more hot water used
for showers, less of a conservation
Sept. 1980
Sept. 1981
Oct. 1980
Oct. 1981
Oil consumption
price per barrel
$21.26
$27.20
$23.24
$26.60
number of barrels
2,288
2,769
4,736
4,922
SLS allocated $5,150
by budget committee
By Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
The Executive Budgetary Commit-
tee Thursday voted to recommend
Student Government to appropriate
$5,150 to Student Legal Services for its
1982 summer budget.
The budget will allow for 12-week
salaries of one attorney and one
student paralegal and two-week salar-
ies of a new paralegal and SLS
paralegal Tim Dorr, who will be
leaving SLS in May.
SLS submitted an alternate budget
which would allow for an attorney, a
professional paralegal and 2-week
salary for a new paralegal. This
budget failed.
Lisa Feldman, coordinator of legal
education, said the 1982 summer
budget is less than 1981's summer
budget. This is due to the lighter
caseload and the cut in budget by
student government last year. she
said.
We have constraints on the kinds
of cases we represent in court now,"
Ppicitnnn said. "We are prohibited
from representing criminal and trafic
cases."
Charlie Mercer, president of stu-
dent government, said SLS requested
less people this year because the case
load has gone down. He suggested the
reason for this was SLS' $5 user's fee
paid after the first visit, which was
established last year by student
government.
Feldman said in the last academic
year, SLS has had two full-time
attorneys, and two full-time
professional paralegals. Now the
student government service has one
attorney and one paraleeal.
In other action, the committee voted
to recommend student government
appropriate $588 to the Bangor
Community College Soccer Club.
The club originally asked for $578
but the committee, at Mercer's
request, raised it to $588 to cover
additional telephone bills. Mercer said
the club had "Underestimated" their
budget.
The club, established last year
asked for money to cover the costs of
uniforms, phone bills, entrance fees,
referee fees, and transportation fees.
Saturday, Dec. 5
7:30 p.m. Hockey: Harvard
11 a.m.-5 p.m. Crafts Fair:
Memorial Union
7 & 9:30 SEA Movie: "The Hills
Have Eyes", 101 E/M
Sunday, Dec. 6
10 p.m. Fencing: at Colby
1:30 p.m. NTS Matinee: "The
Love Bug" 101 E/M
11 a.m.-5 p.m. Crafts Fair,
Memorial Union
•
It's A Blast from the Past!
Sunday Night Dance to
Golden Oldies.
7.;
' • ,•••
$1.00 drinks until 10:00
Bounty Tavern
500 Main St., Bangor
•S • •• I
dr. •.• CA!, •••••••
I I f.
tr. • ..•••1• -!; f -!;
11. • • ,
g
us, and maintenance
problems for the increase in oil
consumption in September, 1981.
"I've got my people investigating
potential problems. We really haven't
found anything yet," Lewis said.
Lewis said that tampering with dorm
heaters may be another reason for the
increase in oil consumption, but that
nothing can be done about the problem
unless it is reported.
"The only time we investigate is
when the Residential Life staff requests
it," Lewis said.
"If I had metering at every building
it would be a lot easier to determine
where the oil is being wasted," Lewis
said.
The only buildings that are currently
monitored are Memorial Gym and the
fieldhouse.
Students watch funds
(continued from page it
organization is re-approved by the
The constitution states the treasurer
of the student government "shall be
appointed by the vice president for
financial affairs with the advice and
approval of the GSS. The treasurer
shall write all checks. The treasurer
shall keep, or provide for the keeping
of, such financial records as are
necessary.
Under Article VI, Finances,
restrictions orr the use of student
government funds are: "No part of
the net income of student government
shall injure to the benetit of any
private person, except that the student
government shall be authorized and
empowered to pay reasonab:e
compensation for services rendered
and to make payments and distribution
in furtherance of the purposes of this
student government...
"No substantial part of the activities
of student government shall be the
carrying on of propaganda, er
otherwise attempting to influence
legislation and student government
shall not participate in or intervene in
any political campaign on behalf of
any candidate for public office."
The Maine Campus
needs someone to deliver
papers on campus•••
for more information
see Ernie Clark
basement of Lord Hall
 4
Ski Squaw and Save
1981 - 1982
COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIAL
SEASON SKI PASS ONLY 19
- or -
SQUAW M. STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP —
(entitles member to 1/2 price lift ticket)
Both entitle holders to 112 price lessons and discount lodging
( space evellohle ) including a 6 sleeping bog special
For year SQUAW MOUNTAIN SPECIAL Lynn Fitz-Petrick
CONTACT: 107 Corlett Hell
581 - 7219
Squaw Mountain at Moosehead
Greenville. Maine 04441
Telephone ( 207)695 -2272
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Opinion
Question consistency
The General Student Senate voted to put its two
cents worth on the "consistency — of education at
UMO.
The senate voted to authorize distribution of a
petition to Chancellor Patrick McCarthy and
university trustees urging them to address a possible
lack of consistency in educational offerings at the
university's largest campus.
Whether or not the level of education at UMO is
"inconsistent," and whether or not a student drive
will affect eit ter the chancellor or trustees is
questionable. But without question, students should
be vocal in their concerns on what is offered to them,
as well as physical surroundings and other aspects of
university life.
Today's college students are less concerned with
extraneous offerings and more concerned with
completing the basic requirements within a major to
get that heralded sheepskin.
Each student pays a great deal, in terms of money
or personal sacrifice, to spend four years at this
university. These payments ask much of each
student, and students should be concerned about
both where the money goes and what the sacrifice
will be worth in a few years.
The petition attacks two of many areas that could
be under study, allotments of UMaine funds to this,
the largest campus, and a lack of effective leadership
in providing incentives to attract and retain quality
faculty.
The question of maintaining quality faculty has
been magnified in the media this semester via the
AFUM-administration stalemate. The other prime
question in the petition is one that has yet to be
focused upon by students. Are these UMaine
allotments in line with the proportion of UMaine
students at Orono? Does the "super university"
system provide UMO with its fair share of the
money?
These are questions that need to be answered to the
satisfaction of the state legislature and the students
who attend the university. The motivation to get
these questions and others answered must come
from somewhere, and the GSS is as good a place as any.
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PAUL FILLMORE
He could steal
I can remember it so well, like
a picture frozen in time. We had
just finished putting the
newspaper together one night late
last year. We had just put the
paper to bed when the phone
rang. The voice on the other end
of the line told us Howard
Cosell's immortal words:"There
will be no Beatles reunion."
John Lennon was dead.
At first, we were
dumbfounded. We called three
different places to see if it wasn't
true. But it was. That night,
John Lennon made it on the
front page of the Maine Campus,
like he did at so many other
newspapers across the world.
When I got home that night, I
put side two of Abbey Road on
the stereo, and listened to it very
loud with the headphones on. It
seemed to be made for John
Lennon that night. "One, two,
three, four, five, six, seven, all
good children go to heaven."
I was weaned on the Beatles.
They were the first rock group I
ever listened to. As a child, my
brother, two friends and I used to
put Beatles' 65 on the old mono
record player and pretend we
were the "fab four" ourselves.
Yet, unlike all the other groups I
listened to as I grew up, like Led
Zeppelin and the Who, I never
managed to get tired of the
Beatles. The rumors of the
reunion always caught my
attention, and I even dreamed of
seeing them once or twice. But
Mark David Chapman and a .22
revolver put these dreams, like
John Lennon, to rest.
Lennon's assassin was a sick
man. He killed his alter ego when
he shot him in cold blood that
night. "Boy, you're gonna carry
that weight a long time," the
Beatles sang to me that night, and
I knew exactly what they meant.
Yet even in his death, Lennon
is a powerful figure. He and the
Beatles influenced more people in
rock n' roll than anyone else
before them. And they are still
with us today. If there is such a
thing as classical rock music, then
the Beatles have the corner on it.
Luckily, we Beatles fans have
John Lennon's music to
remember him by. It is probably
the way he would have wanted it.
But we also have that black
December night to remember him
by as well. Like the death of
John Kennedy shocked the
generation before ours, we have
John Lennon's death to show us
that senseless violence still exists.
But to remember the best that
Lennon gave us, I would suggest
side two of Abbey Road. Listen
to the whole side as one piece of
music, not as individual songs. It
is a rock Ninth Symphony as well
as a eulogy to Lennon.
Ten years before his death. the
Beatles captured the essence of
Lennon's assassin when they said
he "could steal, but he could not
rob."
SIM) 1861 'fr INU1,13aa 'dopyi •snduityj uwpj
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Hanukkah celebration
is festival of lights
by Jo Ann Parker
Staff Writer
On the evening of Dec. 20, many
homes throughout the country will
place a candelabrum in their front
window. There will be just two small
flames flickering in the darkness,
symbolizing the beginning of the
Festival of Lights, Hanukkah.
Hanukkah is the Jewish holiday that
commemorates the rededication of the
Second Temple by Judah the
Maccabee. The holiday is a festival
celebrating the miracle that occurred
thousands of years ago.
"What happened was Judah led a
band of men out against the Syrians to
regain their temple. The odds were
against Judah but he became
victorious," said Sandy Pasternack,
director of the Jewish Community
Center.
He went on to explain that the
temple had been in the hands of
heathens, who had desecrated the
temple by sacrificing unholy animals
and worshipping their pagan idols.
When Judah entered the temple he
found the Sacred Eternal Lamp with
enough oil for but one day. The
miracle that occurred was that the oil
lasted eight days, long enough for new
oil to arrive.
"That is why we no use a menorah,
it has eight candles which are on the
same level and the ninth stands above
the rest. This candle is used to light the
others. Each night an additional
candle is added and that one is lit first
until all eight candles are lit,"
Pasternack said.
Hanukkah gelt is given to the
children. I his is a gift of some sort.
The gelt is given to spread light and joy
into anothers life; to give an incentive
to the children to continue their studies
and to hasten the coming of the
Messiah, he said.
"Hanukkah is very old and the
tradition of gift giving is by no means
parallel to the giving of gifts on
Christmas. It was started long before
Christmas was even thought about,"
Pasternack said.
A game that is popular during the
festival is the game played with what
resembles a top - a dreidl. This
originated not as a game but as a way
of studying for Jewish children. There
was a time when the Greeks would not
allow the Jews to read the Bible, so
they developed this game and when the
Greek soldiers came around they
thought the were playing a game.
Natural Living
Center
A&P Shopping Center, Brewer
Gifts for Christmas
Mushroom Kits
Beer and Wine Making Kits &
Supplies
Fruit and nut trays
Carob bells and Santas
Stocking Stuffers
Over 200 herbs and spices
Expanded line of oriental foods
And Lots More!
Coming Soon-Middle Eastern
Foods
come in and watch us toss your pizzas!
Let's Get Pizzacated!! Weekend
Coupon
81.00 off any
17- or 19- pizza
with this coupon
Good till 12-6-81
Value Coupon
55e off
Large meatball sub
with this coupon
Good til 12-6-81
Value
Coupon
— off any 10
or 14- pizza
with this coupon
Good-till 12-6-81
Give a Napoli
(Sorry no other coupons I
154 Park St. Orono
Across from Thriftway
The Finest Fresh Dough Pizza
866-5505
Delivery & Take -out Service
Cheek out the double dough
from Orono's Pizza Pro!
A truck-full of Christmas trees arri.e on the Orono campus. [David Burke
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72 Columbis St, Bangor. 945-9813 Open 9:30-5. Fri. io 6
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PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
Come in and see our Maine Wood Line
A selection of candle holders, sconces, salt & pepper shakers,
napkin holders, and much more. All handcrafted in the finest
Down-east Tradition. Picture and Gift has a wide selection of
gifts and cards for everyone on your Christmas Shopping list.
23 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
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BUTCHER SHOP
Bringing the West to Maine
W. Accapt Food Stamps
MINI FREEZER ORDER
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ch.k
3 Nis hoes
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ill, loaNia
Stock Up Now
All For
Only
$49.95
SUPER MINI FREEZER ORDER
1 *bole part Iola [14-17 PI •••.1.6.1
10 lbs loaa rowed cameo
Sib. So•mea blades
5 Nis bacon
3 wiliela chrCli•ne ia.0,•. 30* e0001
11011 bee010•s chet.1
Stock Up Now
4111 For
Only
$63.95
MAXI FREEZER ORDER
I .0011 poet lera
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5 lbs b..
3 whole caNkeas
3 lbs beadle. check
I blade shine
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BULK FREEZER ORDERS
I whole house sirloin strop
I whole boneless N V sirloin 'top sirloin(
I whole standing oven ready rib roast
1 whole tenderloin
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One whole lop round
Hind quarter inquire within
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Xi Sigma Phi to sponsor
Christmas tree sale
by Julie Griffin
Staff Writer
At the annual Christmas tree sale
this weekend two randomly selected
trees per day will be offered at half
price.
The sale sponsored by Xi Sigma Pi.
the forestry and wildlife honor society,
will be held in front of Nutting Hall.
Hours for the sale are Friday, Dec. 4,
from noon to 8 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday. Dec. 5 and 6, from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. J. Louis Morin, instructor of
forest resources, said there will be
also a sale for any trees that are not
sold over the weekend on Tuesday and
Thursday from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. If
there are any trees left after that they
will be sold the next weekend. Dec.
11, 12, and 13.
Two species of trees will be on sale
this year, balsam fir, the most typical
type of Christmas tree and scotch
pine, another well-liked tree. Morin
said. The trees will rank from the
table-top size of three-feet up to
eight-feet.
Prices have not been set, but Morin
said the trees will probably range from
$8 to $20. There are 400 trees for sale.
Wreaths will also be sold. The price
range will probably be between $5 and
$10 depending on the size and amount
of decoration, Morin said. Kits to
make wreaths will be on sale, these
will be less expensive than already
made wreaths.
13 0 n a nza
• 
25% off
• 1 4 K Imported
Italian Chains %off.
• Bangor Mall
947-87260**4.**_±.*••••• 
4•••••••••••#
ANSI( •
• #11119S•
• 14K Bracelet
••
AT STANDARD
The trees are commercially grown in
Sangerville, Maine. Morin said all the
trees are number one. All the trees
have nice shapes, Morin said. Some
trees are baled for easier transportat-
ion. Baled trees are when the trees
are specially wrapped in nylon mesh.
Since all the trees have nice shapes
Morin said not everyone needed to see
the exact tree they were buying.
The sale is an annual fund-raiser for
Xi Sigma Pi. Morin said they usually
make around $2000 profit.
Profits from the sale support two
students at a summer camp program.
One student spends six weeks working
in wildlife biology and another works
in forestry to get actual field exper-
ience. Morin said.
In addition six awards are given to
the top ranking students in each class
including the two-year program. The
profit from the sale is also used for a
program to inform the public how
forestry and wildlife are done in
different parts of the country and
world.
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BETTER GRADE HIKING BOOTS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Reg. '64"
NOW 49971
A TERRIFIC VALUE
TRY ON A
PAIR, SOON.
WHILE SIZES
ARE COMPLETE.
The real thing. . . A Leather Hiking Boot
that will wear and wear and wear.
STANDARD
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • BANGOR MALL • AIRPORT MALL • PRESQUE ISLE • WATTRVILLE
0.0.080
One of many Christmas trees on campus are decorated. !David Burke photo'
smiomfacio
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STOLLS
kW* mmmorcictorrm-rmicinDirroryrmlsnnrycrilmmtabloolo
Authorized Dealers for:
•Martin Also:
Ovation
Yam • aha
•Sigma
•Appluase
Mandolin's
'Violins
Bongos
Autoharps• 
Complete line of Accessories and a wide
selection of printed sheet music. Great
X-Mas gifts and stocking stuffers.
Come in and see us at
Bangor Mall 947-4581
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THE END
The last event of the semester.
The Iasi chance to enjoy a warm meal at the Ram's Horn.
But, what a meal!!
Brunch
Sunday, December 6, 10 am - 1 pm
Featuring: -Chuck's Famous Scrambled Eggs
• Eggs Einhoven
• Eggs Florentine
• Homefries all for $ 1 „50
Coffee Cake
• Juice
• Coffee
Come sit by the fire , eat a warm meal and enjoy the
music of Chris Kennedy.
The
Ram's
Horn
Across from York Village Apartments
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Christmas...a time
As Christmas and New Year's Day draw closer,
mention the words "holiday tradition," and most
Americans' minds immediateiy recall familiar
images.
Hanging stockings by the chimney, decorating
evergreen trees, strolling in groups singing Christmas
carols, watching the snow fall, and attending the
inevitable New Year's bash are all traditional
American holiday activities, all part of the season's
celebration.
In other parts of the world, the holidays and spirit
are much the same, but traditional celebrations are as
different as the locations.
German children don't hang out stockings, but
leave carefully-shined shoes out in the hall as a hint
to Santa to leave behind some extra treats.
In Gambia, instead of quiet evenings spent singing
Christmas carols, various tribal groups take to the
streets in raucous celebration at 5 a.m. The marchers
are decked out in tribal finery like feather-and-bead
suits, boiled-bark headdresses or green-leaf skirts,
and dance along, waking up the rest of the populace
with the music of flutes, drums and animal-horn
trumpets.
Watching the snow fall at Christmastime in
Australia would certainly be a novelty, since the
holidays arrive down there along with 100-degree
mid-summer heat. Australians are more likely to
head for the beach after Christmas dinner to cool
off.
Haddy Salia-Gambia
On the island of Cyprus, New Year's Eve parties
include a good-luck ceremony with an intriguing
twist; the slicing of a cake with a coin baked into it
Cypriot tradition says that whoever gets the piecc
with the coin in it will enjoy good luck for the rest of
the year.
Four of UMO's international students explainec
some of their homelands' holiday traditions. Haddy
Saila of Gambia, Christina Skupin of Germany,
Melpo Christou of Cyprus and Mike Gerakious of
Australia all noted differences and similarities
between holiday celebrations here and the ones
familiar to them at home.
Haddy Salla comes from a nation about the size of
Connecticut on the tip of the African west coast. She
said that many Gambians don't celebrate the
People dance in the street,
symbolizing a lion hunt..."
Christmas holiday as such because they are Moslems,
but than an enthusiastic Christian minority in the
larger towns and cities set an example which helps get
many Moslems into a partying mood.
She said the Christians have the customary High
Mass on Christmas Eve, but in the early-morning
hours od the next day, Moslems and Christians alike
joined into the Gambian version of holiday
festivities--masquerade marches.
"Depending on tribal culture, the groups dress up
and go out at 5 a.m. They go out to houses around
town, dancing and singing, and are given drinks and
money by the people they visit. It's a form of raising
money for tribal groups," she said.
The largest Gambian tribe, the Mandingo, dress in
the traditional kankuray costume, with tree bark
headdresses and green-leaf skirts, she said, while
Mandingo drummers provide the beat and the men
and women dance and dance.
The Wolof, the next-largest tribe have a Zimba
street dance symbolizing a lion hunt. Saila, who is a
Wolof herself, told how if the dancers caught
someone from another group in the street, (the lion)
or tradition
"You must chant to him to 'soften the heart of the
lion' so he can fall asleep and then escape."
Between Christmas and New Year's, Saila said,
every night there are lantern parades, "The lanterns
are huge, usually in the form of a ship or maybe a
house or big animal. They are often pulled on
trailers, and have people on them dressed like
captains or sailors.
"On New Year's Eve, the patrons who financed
"After New Year's, everything's
normal, even a big headache..."
the lanterns get to keep them. There is another High
Mass, and a countdown to midnight," she said.
"After midnight, it's right back again, the same
everything all over again, out into the streets."
The weather in Gambia during the holidays is
usually cool and pleasant, Saila said. "It's beach
weather, about 50-60 degrees, but in the early
morning, we can get the cold harmattan winds.
Mostly, though, it's very nice."
The Gambian climate may be balmy at holiday
time, but in Germany, people have to put up with the
same knd of unpredictable, often nasty weather that
New Englanders do.
"Last year, we had a green Christmas," said
Christina Skupin. "Normally, we have snow, but if
we're unlucky, it's raining--just like here."
"The German Christmas is much like in the U.S.,"
she said, but noted some differences. On Dec. 6,
Germans celebrate Nikolastag, in honor of St.
Nicholas.
"The evening of the fifth, the children shine shoes
and put them outside the door in the hallway. If
they've been good, they get candy or little gifts left in
the shoes, but if they've been bad, St. Nicholas will
leave them only sticks."
"We exchange gifts on the 24th. Everything is
normal until noon, then the parents decorate the tree.
The kids are not allowed into the room until the tree
is finished. Then they can come in and sing •:arols or
recite Christmas poems. Then the gifts. Sometimes,
for little children, the grandfather will dress up like
Santa with a big sack, and pass out the presents."
She said the traditional dinner on Christmas Day is
goose or duck, vegetables and mohnpillen, which are
Text and photos
by Dave Getchell
rum-soaked dumplings with poppy seeds. The first
two days after Christmas are official state holidays,
usually spent visiting relatives and friends.
"On New Year's Eve we normally have a big
Melpo Christou-Cyprus
party. You spend the evening waiting, drinking and
singing. At midnight, the church bells all ring,
everybody embraces, has a champagne toast, then
goes outside for some fireworks," Skupin said.
"Everyone tries to have the best ones, and the
children have fun blasting them off.
Easter was the major holiday of the year.
"On New Year's, though, it's nice to be happy.
We say that if you are happy at midnight, you'll be
happy all year, but if you're not, it will be an
unhappy one.
A distinctive New Year's tradition in the Greek
Cypriot family is the vasilopitta, the good-luck cake
baked in honor of St Vasily, the Cypriot version of
Santa, Christou said.
Christina Skupin-Germany
"The mother bakes the vasilopitta, and after
midnight, we cut it up. Whoever gets the piece with
the coin in it will be lucky for the whole next year."
She said the weather in Cyprus was quite
agreeable, usually around 60-65 degrees, but
"We get excited about Christmas,
but not like here in the States..."
sometimes as low as 40 degrees. "In my town,•it
never snows, it's cold sometimes,but never too bad.
A sweater or jacket is enough to keep warm."
Keeping warm during the holidays in Australia is
rarely a problem; indeed, just the opposite is true.
"It comes smack in the middle of summer," said
Mike Gerakious. "We don't feel 'Christmasy' so
intensely—we'd rather go cool off."
He said Australians celebrate the holidays much
the same as Americans do--with the same carols, the
same snowy scenes on Christmas cards, the same
eggnog, and same decorated evergreen trees.
"We even buy fake snow to put on the trees. We
get excited about Christmas, but not like here in the
States."
Mike Gerakious-Austraila
"With our totally different climate, it's 90 or 100
degrees and hot and dry. With heat like that, it's not
so terribly important to have a big sit-down meal.
We might have some baked ham, chicken or turkey,
but after that it's a definite Australian tradition to
have a lot of cold beer or nice cool wine."
Australians have a surge of holiday shopping for
gift-giving, Gerakious said, but even that can be
uncomfortable in the Southern
-hemisphere summer
heat.
He laughs. "Getting all dressed up, playing Santa
said, noting that.. for her Greek Cypriot family, in a store, it's the hottest job you could think of."
"After New Year's, everything goes back to
normal except for the day after, when everybody has
a big headache."
Most people in Cyprus have headaches after the
New Year's party, too, said Melpo Christou.
"Christmas is mostly the same in Cyprus as in the
U.S. We have a tree and exchange gifts on
Christmas morning. It is a celebration to bring the
familiy together--the older kids all come home for it.
"Christmas for us is not too, too special," she
The Maine Campus. Friday, December 4, 198!
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This doll house is one of the many signs of Christmas. IDavid Burke photos
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commentary josephine swan
'Tis the season
Christmas. A sensation in the
chest apart from others, a
complex feeling, hurt and happ-
iness. contradictions. Overall, a
break. relief from work and
drudgery. Blowing out, slowing
down, speeding up.
Wanting change for the better
by January first after heavy
traditional religion, family, or
no family. or family that interp-
rets you wrong, rich food and
too much drinking, suffering
body relinquished to the self or
soul that is grappling for relief
in festivities from life as it is.
Money and its sassy, glamor-
ous charm, tempting, tempting,
tempting, winning out, opening
its cloak of false caring or even
true caring, but still inviting
escape into cheap things. not
expensive efforts to communic-
ate.
Studied indifference to
money doesn't work when you
are all sitting around opening
each other's presents. It
shows on your face when you
didn't want to afford it, or
couldn't. An unconscious
power trip to embarrass
someone with inauthentic
extravagence. Easier to accept
the store-bought.,The home—
made hurts a little. Humbling.
Pressure to show you care
through things. It isn't a
natural. Pressure to get swept
up by the Christmas spirit.
Pressure to be happy and nice
and healthy and cheery and
rosey and yuck!
But there is a Christmas
spirit, even if for just a moment
it makes your face hot and turns
your mouth into a monkey grin
for no particular reason. Vibes.
It makes you buzzy and energet-
ic. As a 16 year-old pseudo-cyn-
ic I once bought a box of
chocolates while Christmas
shopping, and handed them all
out to strangers on the bus on
the way home. I embarrassed
myself. You jerk! But I was
definitely drunk on the Christm-
as spirit, some kind of who-the-
hell - cares spontaneity that we
all secretly crave, but are too
afraid to let go.
And Parties. Wonder clothes
there! Velvet in pink, black
green, white, even old-fashioned
red. Lots of plaids. Richness in
materials, perfumes, colognes,
and hors d'oervres and Scotch for
me and maybe beer or gin for
you. No one should drink, but
god. it feels so good. So much
sparkle on the Christmas tree,
in the glasses, on faces, the
sound of bells, and from cand-
les. Roll the hot wax between
your finger, soft and soothing
while someone talks at you,
boring, stifling, but that's o.k..
you're going out with your
friends later to let loud rock and
roll shiver and slide like a
summer lake over your body.
Refreshing to get yourself back
with your own generation. Beat
out your pressing, urgent youth
to a familiar, wild. sound.
Dance, damn it! I can't either.
It must come with practice. The
Christmas spirit doesn't move
my body, so what good is it?
Golly. December nights are so
cold and blue-black with stars
you never saw so bright. Deep
breaths. God? Does She tell
Jesus to turn up the stars right
before She is reborn?
Rebirth, start over, new year,
take two. So. cancel everything
that went on before. Jesus is on
the way out from June on. Six
months to grow up, six months
to age. and the She's reborn
again. That means She's
holding our hands for only three
months because She's too young
the first three.
1 asked where God was when I
went to a midnight service
where a lady fainted just before
midnight. causing a huge ruck-
us in the church, breaking the
silence of meditation and all I
though twas how unfair it was
that she was so exhausted by
the Christmas rush.
I went home and stayed up
until 4 a.m, wrapping presents.
Going home. Wonderful but
ugh, the emotional distances.
the efforts to show love and
thankfulness all screwed up
much of the time. Father
shakes his son's hand. Where's
the hug Pa? I'm so tired and
working too hard at passing or
flunking or correcting a million
papers and exams or getting the
house in order or my job in tact
and let me rest on you, but no. I
know I can't do that because I
am not your baby anymore and
you make me wish I were or you
make me look like I still am.
Family. It sounds like the last
heavy note in a Tchaikovsky
symphony, a crazy measure
from Arron Copeland's 'Appal-
achian Spring'. or something
whispy from Midsummer Nights
Dream, or better, the last heavy
note in SuperTramp's 'The Long
Way Home', a measure from
The Door's 'This is the End', or
perhaps a note of celebration
like The Beatles 'I Hear it's
Your Birthday'.
Music. I've seen tragically
depressed. drugged out prep
school kids, spit-backs from
affluent circles that don't accept
awkwardness and bad complex-
ions, bellow out Christmas
carols like there's no tomorrow!
Completely rejuvenating to see
something like that happen.
Christmas is difficult. Christ-
mas is sensitive. Take it in.
.5;
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Hats, Shirts, Boots, and Leather Apparel
WESTERN
Gass Horse Supply
Main Rd. Orono 866-2075
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MEXICO TO GO!
•rookiliki FLAT
Our entire Lunch & Dinner menu is now available tor TAKE-OUT
're brought WA-it'', In Bangor 'Sow ,o•tott can taAe Ite %ICI,
1112M wills volt, ter visit our sinir . 
 air coodit d
()thing Rooms the Rest of Ile% fro is here for you
Sav
, P•Ofurrog comp4•10 meal Slice, 9$
STKIAL COMBINATION ... 5.£45
ChicAen taco, Beef tato, ( heese Ln,
Guacamole Salad, Rice (4 Beans.
-
NOVEN QUESADILLA. . $2.35
....-,
rlESTA goliz
81 00 MARGARITAS
.4 flour tortilla filled with chopped onions, tangy
cheese, and tender beef fried on both sides to
perfection and covered with sauce and melted
cheese
TORTILLA FLAT
7,, sTATI STRE f
BANGOR
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Christmas party reminds
students of the church
by Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer
A Christmas party was held by the Maine Christian
Association Thursday night to encourage college
persons to get back into the church.
Sue Renken, MCA worship leader, said, "The
purpose of the party was because Christmas is a
special time of the year for those who were brought
up in the church. People tend to get away from the
church in college and we're encouraging them to
come back."
About 10 persons attended the party which
featured carol singing, tree decorating and
refreshments. People from local churches donated
homemade cookies.
There will also be two advent services Dec. 6 and
Dec. 13 at the MCA Building located on College
Avenue. Coffee and refreshments will be served
before the services and they are open to anyone.
MCA is funded by the United Church of Christ
(Congregationalist), the United Methodist Church, a
Lutheran church and a Presbyterian church. MCA
also receives funding from other protestant
denominations.
BESTOWS-
on Touring
71111.11'11"4.
The Ski Rack has the best choice of ski
touring packages at the very best prices.
So you've got two excellent reasons to
buy now - selection and price. Don't wait!
TrS N10E TO RAVE A FlUEND IN THE BUSINESS
Mountain Road, Sugarloaf/USA 237-2792
Open Daily 8-6
Lost Valley. Auburn 784-8420
Fri. 3-9. Sat., Sun. 10-5
Central Plaza, Livermore Falls 897-2865 or 897-2614
Mon..Fri., 10-8:30; Tnes..Thurs..Sat..Sem, 10-5
Closed Wed.
Dress in
20's style
(or like gangsters)
E sr thoulA
Ditisseil in 1.0 tti.tiA
nin she gang at ...
RESTAURANT
HOGAN ROAD, BANGOR
tor reservations ‘N.A 942 4724.
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Humphrey Bogart The
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Smart Santas
Plan Ahead!!!
10% DISCOUNT
At the University Bookstore on
EVERYTHING
IN THE UMO UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
And Much More!!
Does not apply to special
orders, rings, calculators
and film developing.
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Response
EQUAL
TIME
The .Vfa Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Leiters should be brief. OM
words or less) and mdude
name and telephone number.
Names V1 ill he withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anon mous" and open let-
ters, although 55i:iconic, %% ill
not he published.
The %fume ( timing.% reser% e%
Ilk' right It, edit letters lor
l.ti iitaste :And to lit
a%ailable
ATO apologizes for Fiji
To the editor:
As a member of ATO and
the fraternity system as a
whole, I would like to
apologize for the recent
behavior of the Phi Gamma
Delta pledges and brothers,
during the week of Nov. 8.
With complete lack of
respect for themselves and
fellow students, the Fiji house
took it upon themselves to
parade around campus,
masquerading as ATO
pledges, while issuing
repulsive and abhorrent verbal
abuse to dorm residents and
occupants of other campus
buildings.
Not only is this an insult to
our name, it also disgraces the
fraternity system in the face
of the university community
I sincerely regret the occurence
of these actions and hope such
an aggregate of small
mentalities can someday be
sublimated to a more
collegiate-like level.
John Mathieu
Alpha Tau Omega
Stockman should resign
To the Editor:
Let me assure the Maine
Campus that National
Security Adviser Richard V.
Allen, and Budget Director
David A. Stockman are not
the only men in presidential
administrations that have
ruined their credibility. The
,Viaine Campus soon forgets
that Budget Director Burt
Lance, who was under a
Democratic administration,
had to resign due to pressure
over his disputed private
financial practices. Let us not
forget former Attorney
General Griffin B. Bell, who
was also under a Democratic
administration, and who also
had to resign because a
number of organizations he
belonged to were so-called
discriminatory'.
I believe that David A.
Stockman should resign, for
nobody can put forth a policy
that he or she does not believe
in. In the case of Richard V.
Allen, the Maine Campus has
forgotten a very important
legal concept, one is innocent
until proven guilty. I am not
surprised, however, to hear
from the so-called Socialists
that they pass the judgement
before the merits of the case
could be introduced.
What one forgets, and I do
not care if they are Republican
or Democrat, is that these
executives that we put into
office are trying their best to
establish a nation that we can
be proud of.
If one does not feel an
administration is doing its best
for the nation than use the
vote. The most powerful
action that anybody can take
to create a better society is the
vote, and if one does not use
that vote they have no right to
complain. Look at your flag
someday and dream what you
want that flag to be. This is
mine and your country, and I
will not stand by to see it
slandered. I will die fighting
before the forces that try to
trample my flag, my home,
and my family.
Gordon E. Perks
233 York Hall
Witty, but totally irrevelant column...
To the editor:
Once again Brian Farley has
stunned us all with a witty and
totally irrevelant column. I
thought the purpose of the
column was to provide
comments on subjects that
interest a number of people on
campus, not to allow the
writer to brag about his
amorous exploits or, in a
previous column, inform us all
of the birth of his nephew.
"Sexual athlete" and
"Handsome young man?"
Come on Brian, even if these
descriptions are true, you are
hardly an impartial observer
qualified to make such
judgments. And all those
phone calls from women?
Such blatant examples of
egotism have no place in a
campus newspaper, or any
newspaper, for that matter.
In addition to being poorly
written (The other coconut?)
the column was also
indiscreet. You had no
business advertising the room
number ot the two women
involved, and there was
absolutely no reason to refer
to the repeated squeaking of
your roommate's bedsprings.
In the future, please write
about subjects pertinent to
your fellow classmates and
spare us the details of life in
your little clique. It may be a
true story, but frankly, I find
it boring.
...was victim of "cut and run"
To the editor:
In case anyone noticed (or
cares for that matter), I wrote
a column for the Campus the
other day which many readers
said lacked a good ending.
And they're right, because the
ending or "moral" of my
story ended up on the floor of
the Campus production room
somewhere. As a result, the
column lacked consistency and
caused most readers to either
read it and answer with a
resounding, "So what?", or
to simply dismiss me as being a
total buffoon.
While the latter may be true,
I still want to assure people
that there was a point to the
story. In the original copy, I
went on to explain the
wrongness of assuming things
about your neighbor when you
don't have the facts behind
you. The story vehicle was
meant to illustrate this point,
however, when the ending was
edited out, the story lost it's
punch. (Granted, it wasn't
Pulitzer prize material
anyway).
I hope readers can
understand that I sometimes
write about subjects which are
a bit off the wall, yet have
something to say to many of
them. I'd spew forth the usual
Terri R. Doten
Estabrook Hall
half-assed political philosophy
every week if I were some kind
of political expert. But I'm
not. So I won't. Hopefully
my columns have entertained
or enlightened a few of my
readers. Probably more than
one person has found them
not to his or her liking. Sorry
about that, but what the hell,
it's my column and I write
what I want. Applications for
replacement columnists will by
taken early next semester for
all those quick to criticize.
Brian Farley
466 Estabrooke Hall
commentary - wendy barrett
The Christmas spirit
It•s hard to get the
Christmas spirit at UMO.
Sure, there are Christmas
parties. caroling, hay-
rides, secret santas and
other festivities, but they
do not take the place of
the special momentum
that builds from Thanks-
giving to Christmas morn-
ing.
The reason for this is
because we "college
kids" are spending every
waking moment doing
term papers. projects.
taking final prelims and
worrying our butts off
about the four compre-
hensive final exams we
have during the first two
days of finals week.
How in the world can
someone get to feel the
thrill of Christmas when
he's hidden away in a
deep dark corner of the
library studying like
crazy?
How can anyone even
let Christmas enter his
mind when he spends
most of his time in the
bowels of Lord Hall writ-
ing. rewriting, copy edit-
ing and sometimes even
typesetting story after
story?
Sure, there are ways to
try and build some Christ-
mas spirit. My roommate
and I strung lights on our
window and put a small
fake tree (I sort of defeat
the purpose) on the win-
dow sill. The lights blink
every night over Hilltop
commons trying in vain to
show some of that good
old Christmas spirit.
Wendy Barrett is ii
This year, I actually junior journalism ma/ or
broke down and bought a from Hampden. Maine.
Christmas album, hoping
that music might inspire
some Christmas feelings.
Well, I've been listening
to Kenny Roger's Christ-
mas for the last three days
and I still feel no closer to
Christmas than I did when
I came back from turkey
break.
What takes place after
the semester is over is
even more frustrating.
Exactly one week from the
last day of finals is
Christmas. Is one week
sufficient to gain the
Christmas spirit while
running back and forth
between malls searching
for the right present for
Uncle Herman? I doubt
it.
3: SCOTT ISLAJF-i/SS
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Solidarity angered by cadet raid
WARSAW Poland (AP) - Solidarity
declared Thursday that Polish author-
ities wrecked chances for reconcili-
ation by using force to end the
firefighter cadets' protest, and that
the union will consider a retaliatory
general strike.
"The developments of the past
weeks prove that by opting for
violence the government has jetti-
soned the possibility of dialogue with
society," the independent union's
leaders said after a meeting in central
Radom.
The statement blamed the govern-
ment for ignoring a new law giving
greater autonomy to factory workers,
and attacked the Communist Party's
call in Parliament to give the
government "extraordinary" powers
to end strikes.
"The ushering in of the so-called
extraordinary measures... is tanta-
mount to an attempt at liquidating
civil and employee rights won in
1980," the statement said.
Union chief Lech Walesa, who put
his 9.5 million members on alert after
the raid Wednesday, said he may ask
for a referendum among factory
workers on such a strike call if the
Parliament grants such powers to the
government.
There was no reaction from the
government, but the state labor
newspaper. Glow Pracy seemed to
warn the union not to declare a
general strike, which would be the
first since police beat union members
in northwestern Bydgoszcz in March.
"The situation is inflammable and
dangerous as never before," the
paper said.
The raid on the firefighters'
academy was an apparent effort by the
authorities to demonstrate a new,
get-tough attitude in the face of
Communist demands for an end to
strikes crippling Poland since Solid-
arity was formed 16 months ago as the
first union free of party control in the
Soviet bloc.
Natalie Wood's death raises new questions
LOS ANGELES (AP) - New quest-
ions were raised Thursday about the
drowning of Natalie Wood as a woman
who was near the actress' yacht
reported she heard a female voice
screaming for help and then heard
someone say "We're coming to get
you."
Marilyn Wayne, who was aboard
the yacht Capricorn off Santa Catalina
Island Saturday night, said she told
authorities earlier this week that she
heard a woman's cries at 11:45 p.m.
Saturday.
She said the cries, which lasted until
12:10 a.m. Sunday, came from the
direction of Miss Wood's 60-foot yacht
Splendour, where the actress was
spending the weekend with actor
Robert Wagner. her husband, and
Christopher Walken, her co-star in an
unfinished movie. Her body was
found after dawn Sunday.
The Splendour and the Capricorn
were moored about 150 feet apart in
Isthmus Cove on the island's north
side, Harbor Master Doug Oudin said
Thursday. Only one other boat was
nearby. although Oudin said "75 or
80" were moored in the cove Saturday
night.
Ms. Wayne, 38, a commodities
broker for Shears on American
Express in Beverly Hills, said she
woke up at the sound of screams.
Ms. Wayne said she thought the
woman might have been attending a
loud party on a nearby sailboat, and
she and her friend, whom she didn't
identify. went back to sleep when they
heard someone respond.
She said she could not see anyone
and "I was in sort of a sleepy state, so
I wasn't listening that carefully."
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Sports
Maine rookies to be tested in Fairfield game
by Ernie Clark
Staff writer
The University of Maine basketball
team begins a five day, two game trip
Saturday in Connecticut against
Fairfield University.
The Black Bears, 0-1 after a 68-53
loss to UConn last Saturday, are
undergoing a constant evolutionary
process under 11-year head coach Skip
Chappelle. With just senior captain
Clay Gunn and sophomore gurad Jeff
Sturgeon as game-tough veterans,
Chappelle has not had the luxury of
bringing his new players along slowly.
Instead, Maine rookies such as hot-
shooting guard Jeff Wheeler and
junior forward Clay Pickering have
had to step in at the season's start to
provide much needed depth to a thin
Maine team.
While the new Maine players are
learning the system, the Maine coach is
learning about his new players.
"We had a lot of unanswered
questions before the season started,"
Chappelle said. "Now we know that
Wheeler had the potential to put the
ball in the basket(based upon his 20-
point outing against Athletes action),
and that Pickering also has potential to
put the ball in the hole(21 points
against UConn).
"Jeff Cross also showed that the
middle can be filled with someone who
can improve with every game (eight
points against UConn in limited action
due to a knee injury."
Cross, the 6-10 sophomore who is
being counted on to produce at the
center position, will not be of any help
this weekend. He underwent minor
surgury Tuesday to repair damaged
cartilage in his left knee, and according
to Chappelle, that sort of surgery
requires a week to 10 days of
recuperation time.
In Fairfield, the Black Bears will
face another team in a period of
transition. While the Stags have some
vetern players, they are playing in a
new basketball league, the six-team
Metro Athletic Conference. Chappelle
sees this contest as a chance to play a
club with somewhat similar conditions
than those facing the Black Bears.
"The toughest thing for a team like
us to do is to play real experience
teams," Chappelle said. "AIA has
been playing together for five or six
years now, and UCo.In's(frontcourt)
has been together for four years. It
makes things awful tough on us from
an experience standpoint.
"We should see a better
performance by us against Fairfield
because they have a new coach and a
new system, and they are learning new
things much like we are."
The Stags, 2-1, after a 96-89 win
over the University of Bridgeport
Wednesday, are led by forwards Rich
Wejnert and Hank Foster. Wejnert, a
6-8 senior, is averaging a team high 17
points per game and also has more
than six rebounds per contest. Foster, a
6-6 junior, ranks first in rebounding
with 8.3 per game while also averaging
14.3 points per contest.
Complementing this pair in the
Fairfield frontcourt is 6-11 center Pete
DeBischip(9.0 ppg, 5.3 rpg).
Fairfield has shown balanced scoring
in their first three games, which
includes a third-place finish in the
University of Virginia Cavalier Classic,
as all five starters average at least nine
points per game. Point guard Bob
Hurt(9.0 ppg)and senior co-captain
Ken Daniels (9.6 ppg) add both
scoring punch and more importantly'
leadership to a Fairfield club which has
a strong tradition in Eastern basketball
circles.
Bears look for Divi win against Harvard
by John Toole
Staff writer
The UMO hockey team will be
looking to pick up two firsts this
Saturday.
The Black Bears will be trying to get
their first win over a Division I team
and also their first win over a U.S.
opponent.
Maine, 2-4, won both games over the
Acadia Axemen from north of the
border.
Senior Rob Zamejc will be trying to
put Maine back on the winning track
Saturday against Harvard.
The Crimson are 2-2 overally with all
their games coming against Division I
Opponents. Harvard lost their game to
Boston University, 5-2.
Coach Jack Semler of the Black
Bears was pleased with his team's
efforts against New Hampshire. Maine
lost to UNH 7-5, Wednesday night.
The Maine coach said the team still
needs more consistency and has to
avoid any let downs in games. "The
one or two minute lapses hurt us, he
said.
Semler looks for the weekend game
to be very important for Maine.
"It's a big game for us. We need a
win right nos," he said. "Harvard is
going to be a very good, quick-skating
team," Semler said, adding the
Crimson have a history of strong
performances.
Harvard is coached by Bill Cleary--
the same Bill Cleary who was a stand-
out performer for the gold medal
winning team USA in the 1960
Olympics.
Cleary's squad is led by defenseman
Mark Fusco, who is the top scorer with
three goals and six assists.
Center Mike Watson, the team
captain, has two goals and five assists.
Freshman winger Greg Chalmers has
two goals and four assists.
Goalie Wade Lau has been in the net
for all of Harvard's games. Lau has
stopped 117 shots and has a 3.36
against average in four starts.
SLAPSHOTS: Robert Lafleur is of to
a good start for the Black Bears. He
has seven goals in six games.. .Ken
Fargnoli leads the team in penalty
minutes. He is averaging two minutes
per game in penalties.. .Media coverage
includes to the Maine Campus, the
Bangor Daily News, Portland Press
Herald,MPBN TV,WBGW FM,
WMEB FM as well as the visiting press
are covering the Black Bear
action...Prior to the UNH game,
Maine opponents were averaging
almoit 40 shots on goal per
game.
Get a Taste of
French Culture
I!*YopIaiF Yogurt
Each purchase of -!*YoplaiF will
give you an opportunity to enter
the _Yoplail- Yogurt Contest:
4 * k\
"Tin,% YOP
YOGURTes Pt VIER MATURat RihtId
1st Prize: SONY "Walkman"
Stero Cassette Player
2nd and 3rd Prize: Pocket
Calculators
DEADLINE: 6-1
DRAWING: K 1 1
•
Coupons Available at
Cashier At Bear's Den
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Bears look for victory against New Brunswick
by ken Waltz
Staff Writer
Three weeks after their impressive
season opening victory over Mt.
Allison College 75-39, the women's
basketball team will travel to New
Brunswick this weekend to face two
tough Canadian teams in consecutive
contests Saturday and Sunday.
Saturday night Maine will face the
New Brunswick Pros insial team which is
a group of college graduates who have
been placed on an all-star team and
compete in a semi-pro league in New
Brunswick. "They are a very talented
group," Maine coach Eilene Fox said.
The Black Bears will then face the
Univ ersity of New Brunswick on
Sunday afternoon in a game that Fox
,aid will "let the younger players see
what Div.l teams look like."
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Fox said the games in Canada will
be somewhat different because the
teams will play under international
basketball rules. Some of the
differences between American rules
and international rules are:officials
don't touch the ball after they call a
violation on a team; the team that
receives the ball after a violation must
pick the ball up and take it out on the
sideline on their own. Another
important difference is that the bucket
or key lane widens at the bottom and
may cause some problems for Maine
players of three seconds.
"Although the key is wider, the
officials don't seem to call the
violation as much,' Fox said.
The game against UNB will find
Maine facing a team that beat them a
year ago, but Fox said that UNB is also
under going a building year.
Despite not has ing a game in three
weeks, the team isn't rusty because
they have kept busy by playing both an
alumni game and a rookie-vet game.
The current Black Bear squad beat the
taller alumni team, 73-57. In the
rookie-vet game, the vets came away
with an impresive 81-59 victory.
"We've kept busy and were ready to
play this weekend," Fox said.
Fox said that the practices have
given her a chance to see the players
more closely. "Sophomore Dana
Perkins has improved greatly this past
few weeks, along wan iresnman tmity
Ellis and Sheryl Jackson," she said.
Ellis, who was impressive in the Mt.
Allison game, shooting three for five
from the floor as well as three points
from the foul line. However, she has
been hampered by two sprained
fingers.
"She has them taped all the time. It
doesn't bother her shooting, but does
hinder her ability to catch passes," Fox
said.
Other than Ellis, the Black Bears will
go into the weekend games fully
healthy.
Fox hopes captains Cathy Nason
and Beth Hamilton can continue their
hot shooting this weekend. Nason got
11 points and Hamilton 10 in the
season opener. Sophomore Tammy
Gardiner and freshman Tammy
Laverdiere also did well in the opening
game. Gardiner had four steals and six
rebounds, while Laverdiere led the
team in rebounds with eight.
Freshman Claire McCoy also ripped
down seven rebounds in her first
college game.
If you think "high bias" is
discrimination against tall people,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
High bias tape is specially formu-
lated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction. particularly in
the higher frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
better than totally new Memorex
HIGH BIAS II.
We've developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite crys-
tal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say, it delivers an earful
of results.
Singers ring out more clearly.
Snare drums snap and cymbals
shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Mer-norex
HIGH BIAS II has 4 to 5dB lower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
And thanks to Permapass!" Our
extraordinary new *riding process.
the music you put on the tape stays
on the tape. Play after play.
even after 1.000 plays.
In fact, new
Memorex will always
deliver true sound
r 
Ready? Get a Memorex
HIGH BIAS II Cassette for $100.
00 check or cier payable 1(
Memorex. and weI send you a HIGH BIAS li C-90 (sugg reta, :
00` MA(' MEMORFY PO BO? ..)899. RPIC1VIIIP NC ?Tr
Note HIGH BIAS II tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a
Type II (Gr07) setting
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reproduction. Or we'll replace it. Free
So trust your next recording to new
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal
bias MRX I or METAL IV.
As a discriminating tape user.
you'll have a high opinion of the
results.
A highly biased opinion.
that is.
I NOW MORE TUN EVER
I WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT
I MEMOREX
